
 

Categories 6: Social Sciences – Grades 9-12 History 

I. Alignment II. Instructional Supports III. Monitoring Student 
Progress 

The instructional materials align with the conceptual shifts of the health 
education standards and grade level outcomes: 

Focus 
1. Provide all students the opportunity to acquire the knowledge and 

skills necessary to achieve the Oregon Diploma which includes: 
the Oregon Academic Content Standards for Social Sciences and 
the Oregon Essential Skills. 

2. Present multiple perspectives and analytical views of 
historical and contemporary issues. 

3. Focus on equity, identity, diversity, justice, civic engagement, and 
traits essential for democratic citizenship. 

4. Recognize, reinforce, and strengthen the inherent dignity of all 
students. 

5. Foster students to develop empathy for attitudes and cultures 
whose worldview is different from their own. 

6. Framework for Thematic Study and inclusion of themes across         
time (e.g. racism, discrimination, labor, child labor, human        
trafficking, gender, civil rights, etc.) 

7. Materials enable students to practice historiography, see 
history as interpretation and act as student-historians. 

8. Frame and include current event issues and how they relate to 
historical issues/themes. 

9. Highlights patterns of systemic oppression and their impact on 
historic and social minorities, including racial and ethnic 
minorities, women, LGBTQ+ communities. 

Rigor 
10. Support and guide in-depth exploration and integration of 

conceptual understandings. 
11. Allow students to analyze and evaluate information and sources 

leading to authentic inquiry and making multiple applications to 
real world issues. 

12. Provide opportunities for students to interrogate texts and question 
their truth/validity, bias, and cultural competence. 

13. Encourage students to approach content through a disciplinary 

The instructional materials support instruction and learning for all students: 
Student Engagement 

22. Offer authentic and meaningful student-centered activities that build interest and 
understanding of varied lived experiences. 

23. Foster and encourage conversations, discourse, empathy, critical thinking, and 
curiosity while addressing past and present forms of systemic oppression. 

24. Engage students in the understanding of everyone’s rights and responsibilities through 
social action beyond the classroom. 

25. Offer guidance for a variety of inclusive, cooperative strategies that question stereotypes to 
engage all student. 

26. Utilize students’ prior knowledge, skills, and experiences to provide a context for making 
sense of events and/or seeking solutions to problems. 

27. Provide opportunities for varied activities (e.g. hands on learning, physical movement, 
simulations, research opportunities, integrated technology, and role play). 

28. Provide activities that incorporate the arts. 

Differentiated Instruction 
29. Facilitate planning and implementation of differentiated instruction addressing the 

needs of Talented and Gifted (TAG), English Language Learners (ELL) and Special 
Education (SPED), and Alternative Education students. 

30. Address Oregon English Language Proficiency Standards in reading, writing, listening and 
speaking. 

31. Provide direct access to equitable resources through various levels of technology. 
a. Speech to text 
b. Text to speech 
c. Audio books 
d. Digital copies 
e. Available in various languages 

32. Provide meaningful adaptations, modifications, and extensions based in student 
inquiry that provide depth of understanding for all students (e.g., TAG, ELL, SPED, & 
Alternative Education). 

33. Support and guide literacy instruction with leveled and accessible text while 
teaching social sciences concepts. 

The instructional 
materials support 
monitoring student 
progress: 

50. Provide various 
achievement level 
models of formative 
and summative 
assessments that are 
aligned to the Oregon 
Academic Content 
Standards for Social 
Sciences, the 
standards for Literacy 
in History/Social 
Studies, and Oregon 
Essential Skills for (1) 
reading, (2) writing, 
(3) applying 
mathematics 

51. Allow teachers to 
access, revise/edit, 
share and print from 
digital sources to 
create and/or modify 
assessments (e.g., 
readings, labs, rubrics, 
primary source 
documents, 
simulations, case 
studies, political 
cartoons, graphs, 
maps, test bank). 

52. Use varied modes of 
assessment (e.g., 
pre-, formative, 



lens as social scientists. 
14. Cultivate an exploration and problem solving of learning through 

higher level questioning. 

Instructional Materials 
34. Contain a variety of regularly updated and user-friendly, online materials and resources in 

culturally-sensitive language that are responsive to current events and changes in 
perspectives that are available to teachers, students and families. 

35. Provide ongoing and embedded professional development (e.g. video tutorials, 
webinars) for implementation and continued use of the instructional materials. 

summative, peer, 
group/ collaborative, 
and self- 
assessment). 

53. Provide multiple 
opportunities and 
formats within each 
unit (e.g., debate, oral 
presentation) for 
students to 
demonstrate 

 
  



 
15. Open-ended questions that touch on moral and philosophical 

themes that allow students to reflect on their own ethics/worldview. 

Coherence 
16. Use developmentally appropriate activities and materials to 

cultivate active civic participation. 
17. Encourage integration of history, economics, geography, civics, 

financial literacy, ethnic studies, and Social Science Analysis. 
18. Promote cross-curricular instruction (e.g. English Language Arts, 

science, the arts, mathematics and technology). 
19. Learning progresses in a relevant and engaging manner, building 

upon prior ideas, practices, concepts, and eliciting and addressing 
misconceptions. 

20. Provide opportunities for instruction relating to recurring themes 
and patterns. 

21. Provide clear purposes for learning experiences, including but not 
limited to: 

a. essential questions 
b. learning targets/objectives 
c. alignment with state standards 

36. Aligned to the Oregon Social Science standards. 
37. Include high interest material and activities in various formats (e.g. 

photographs, videos, graphics, oral histories, artifacts) 
38. Provide guidance on discussing controversial or sensitive topics. 
39. Avoid tokenistic presentations of cultures. 
40. Materials provide a wide variety of age appropriate primary and 

secondary sources (both written and oral traditions) including but 
not limited to: 

a. real-life situations or mirror real-life situations 
b. highlight vocabulary 
c. focused and clear graphics, illustrations, maps, and other 

multimedia 
d. case studies 
e. art 

41. Emphasize academic vocabulary at all levels. 
42. Include objectives and learning targets written in student centered 

language. 
43. Open-ended scenarios, connected to essential questions that allow 

students to make choices and defend them. 
44. Essential questions within each unit that are supported by 

lessons, activities, and materials including primary and 
secondary sources from multiple perspectives. 

45. Historical thinking skills are embedded. 
46. Address complexity of issues by providing in-depth study of a 

single issue per unit, intersecting human, scientific, legislative, 
economic, artistic, and religious impacts. 

47. Links to other sources for editorial cartoons, current events, etc. 
48. Varied instructional materials including interactive and manipulative 

maps. 
49. Materials allow for the comparison of a historical and contemporary 

view of an event. 

skills, content knowledge, and receive 
feedback. 

54. Assessments employ use of higher level 
thinking (e.g., synthesis, evaluation, and 
analysis) with accompanying scoring 
guides. 

55. Assess student proficiency using a 
variety of methods that recognize 
various perspectives, and are 
accessible, adaptable, and culturally 
unbiased for all students (e.g., Talented 
and Gifted (TAG), English Language 
Learners (ELL), Special Education 
(SPED) students, and Alternative 
Education Students). 

56. Includes a scoring guide and/or rubric 
for essential question. 

57. Includes test bank with: 
a. manipulative documents, essay 

questions, maps, political 
cartoons, multiple choice 
questions 

b. opportunity to add own 
questions to test bank material 
and to create an additional/altern 
ative if needed 

c. scoring guide/rubric for test bank 
essays. 

58. Provides student samples and model 
examples for possible short answer 
questions and/or essays. 

59. Provides hands-on formative 
assessments that allow students the 
opportunity to practice a given concept. 

 
  



*Overall Rating for the Instructional material: 
 

Key Criteria (#1-21) 
(Scores 0-4) 

Key Criteria (See 
Page #14- 
#15) 
(Scores 0-2) 

Supporting Criteria 
(See Page #16-#18) 
(Scores 0-2) 

Exemplary 100% (3 or 4 KEY, 1 or 2 KEY, & 1 or 2 SUPPORTING) AND 90% 
of Point Value 

Meets Standards ≥80% 3 or 4 ≥80% 1 or 2 ≥50% 1 or 2 
Does not Meet 
Standards 

<80% 3 or 4 <80% 1 or 2 <50% 1 or 2 

 
  



 
SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

Criterion 1: FOCUS 

Provide all students the opportunity 
to acquire the knowledge and skills 
necessary to achieve the Oregon 
Diploma which including: the 
Oregon Academic Content 
Standards for Social Sciences and 
the Oregon Essential Skills. 

4: Meets all 
criteria (6 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (4-5 points, 
no zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (3 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1-2 points) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

Quality Indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 
Materials align to the 
Oregon Academic Content 
Standards for high school 
local/state/U.S./world history 
and related Multicultural 
Studies standards. 

Review a different unit/chapter 
and any provided alignment 
documents to determine if the 
Oregon History standards and 
related Multicultural Studies 
standards are addressed at 
grade level. 

Questions to ask: 
• Are the Oregon History 

standards addressed in the 
materials? 

• Do the materials meet 
Oregon’s content 
specifications? 

• Do the materials address the 
related Multicultural Studies 
standards? 

0  1   2 

United States History & World History 
Each of the McGraw-Hill Networks Social Studies resources and supporting textbooks for high 
school are setup and organized in similar fashion. The resources are designed to fully support 
teacher and student success through alignment to the Oregon, as well as the National, Council 
for the Social Studies thematic strands. Each chapter is designed to engage students with 
interactive print and/or online resources, compelling stories from multiple perspectives and 
rigorous as well as differentiated instruction to meet the various learning styles of all students.  
The United States History & Geography: Modern Times 2018 textbook and resources are 
aligned to the Oregon Content Standards for High School United States History and the World 
History & Geography: Modern Times 2018 textbook and resources are aligned to the Oregon 
Social Science Standards for High School World History.  



Materials provide activities 
that use reading, writing, 
and mathematics skills 
appropriate for high school. 

Review different 
units/chapters and any 
provided alignment 
documents to determine if 
any Oregon 
mathematics/reading/writing 
standards are addressed at 
grade level. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials 

provide 
opportunities to 
integrate 
grade-level 
appropriate math, 
reading, and 
writing skills? 

• Do the opportunities 
to integrate math and 
literacy focus on 
Social Sciences 
applications? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 12 Lesson 2 TE pp.367-373 “The War in the Pacific”: The teacher edition 

clearly identifies opportunities for Reading Skills (R) instruction that support the Oregon 
English Language Proficiency Standards in each lesson.  In this example students are 
given three recommended reading tasks: Explain, Discuss, and Organize.  Evidence in 
the text to support the skill is bracketed with an “R.”   Additional examples of reading 
skills are clearly listed in the Planner section of the TE. 

● Chapter 13 Lesson 2 TE 403- 406  “The Early Cold War Years”: The teacher edition 
clearly identifies opportunities for Writing Skills (W) instruction that support the Oregon 
English Language Proficiency Standards in each lesson.  In this example students are 
asked to engage in narrative and argumentative writing.  Evidence in the text to support
the skill is bracketed with a “W.” Additional examples of writing skills are clearly listed in 
the Planner section of the TE. 

  World History 
● Chapter 14 Lesson Planner TE 321B: Each chapter has recommendation for books 

and videos outside the Networks resource.  These resources are in addition to the 
readings and video clips and help support the Oregon English Language Proficiency 
Standards in reading and listening.  

● Online Teacher Edition > Resources: Under the Rubrics and Printable Assessments 
tab in the dashboard there are 22 editable rubrics for student assessment which 
supports the Oregon English Language Proficiency Standards in writing, listening and 
speaking.  Some examples are rubrics for a Song or Poem, Skit, Role Play, Debate, 
Journalistic Writing, Debate, Oral Report and Audio Visual Presentation. 



Materials provide 
suggestions for appropriate 
modifications and 
accommodations for 
Special Education, English 
Language Learners, and 
Talented and Gifted 
students. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine 
if the materials allow for 
appropriate modifications 
and accommodations for 
students. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials 

provide 
opportunities for all 
students to access 
knowledge and 
skills? 

• Do the materials 
demonstrate an 
understanding of best 
practices for English 
Language Learners? 

• Do the materials 
demonstrate an 
understanding of best 
practices for Special 
Education? 

• Do the materials allow 
for extending learning 
for Talented and Gifted 
Students? 

• Do the materials 
provide options of 
how students can 
complete 
assignments or 
demonstrate 
knowledge and 
skills? 

• Do the materials encourage 
independent, small and 
large-group work? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Online Learning Center Resources “Reading Essentials” are condensed versions for 

each lesson accompanied by a study guide to make the text more accessible to 
struggling readers. 

● Both the Print and Online Teacher Editions include suggested teaching strategies and 
targeted resources for differentiated instruction.  Keys for differentiation are BL 
(Beyond Level), AL (Approaching Level) and ELL (English Language Learner). 

World History 
● The digital SE is written at grade level, and teachers can provide individuals or entire 

classes with content written at an approaching grade level (approximately two grade 
levels lower).  Students would access this content by clicking on the question mark in 
the dashboard of the online textbook. 

● The textbook is also available in LearnSmart®. Using revolutionary adaptive 
technology, LearnSmart® allows the student to read the book, answer questions, and 
receive immediate feedback and individualized instruction as the text adapts to what 
the student knows, how confident the student is in his/her knowledge and what the 
student is ready to learn.. Teachers have access to a range of individual and group 
reports to guide small and large group instruction. 

 



 
 

SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

Criterion 2, 3, 4, & 5: FOCUS 

Present multiple perspectives and 
analytical views of historical and 
contemporary issues. Focus on 
equity, identity, diversity, justice, 
civic engagement, and traits 
essential for democratic 
citizenship. Recognize, reinforce, 
and strengthen the inherent dignity 
of all students. Foster students to 
develop empathy for attitudes and 
cultures whose worldview is 
different from their own. 

4: Meets all 
criteria (8 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (6-7 points, 
no zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (4-5 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1-3 points) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

Quality indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 
Materials provide more 
than one perspective of 
issues. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine 
if the materials provide 
multiple perspectives of 
historic and present 
issues. 

Questions to ask: 

• Do the materials provide a 
balanced presentation of 
political issues? 

• Is political partisanship 
evident? 

• Are multiple perspectives 
included when discussing 
social issues? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 5 Lesson 2 TE pp. 184-89 “The Spanish-American War”:  Through a 

combination of text, political cartoon, map, graph, biography, video and opposing 
primary sources students analyze the debate which took place at the end of the 19th 
century as to whether the United States should become a world power or not. 

● Chapter 6 Place and Time TE pp. 200-10  “Step Into the Place”:  In this feature 
students are provided with conflicting primary sources and an interactive map and 
timeline about whether to conserve public lands or exploit their resources.  Each of 
the 23 chapters of text opens with a similar Place and Time feature helping students 
to expand their notions of geography and chronology.  In this instance students focus 
on multiple perspectives.  



  World History 
● Chapter 15 Lesson 1 TE pp. 354-355 “Responses to the Depression” & TE pp.368-69 

“Primary Sources: The Great Depression”:  In a combination of text, photograph, 
primary source, map, video and digital whiteboard resources students examine the 
different perspectives and courses of action nations took during the period between 
the two world wars.  

● Chapter 18 Lesson 1 TE pp. 435-442   “The Cold War:  The Cold War Begins”  From 
the opening photo of the heated “kitchen debate” between Nixon and Khrushchev, 
through a combination of text, maps, primary sources, timeline, images, video and 
whiteboard activity students analyze the multiple perspectives of the Cold War. 

Materials provide students   
with uplifting and dignified    
examples of people like    
themselves within the   
narrative. 

Review a throughout the 
materials and determine if the 
materials provide multiple 
inclusive examples and 
illustrations. 

Questions to ask: 
• Is racial and ethnic 

diversity evident in text 
examples, illustrations, 
and photographs? 

• Is social, gender, and 
geographic diversity 
evident in text 
examples, illustrations, 
and photographs? 

• Are text, illustrations, and 
photographs free of 
stereotypes and bias? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Online Teacher Edition Homepage BTW icon – The BTW (by the way) online 

resource produced by McGraw-Hill Education provides students with age-appropriate 
current events and opposing viewpoints on current topics. A separate Election Central 
tab is dedicated to government and politics in the USA from a high school student’s 
perspective. 

World History 
● Chapter 20 Lesson 1 TE p.495 “The 1960s and Civil Rights”: This text and interactive 

image focuses upon Martin Luther King, the March on Washington and the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 in the United States.  

● Chapter 22 Lesson 2 TE pp. 557-58 “Human Rights and Equality for Women”:  In this 
combination of text, primary source and interactive whiteboard activity students 
engage in activities designed to focus upon equity and justice for democratic 
citizenship.  



Materials offer 
opportunities for students 
to experience different 
cultures and worldviews. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine 
if the materials provide 
examples from a variety of 
cultures and worldviews. 

Questions to ask: 
• Are cultural examples free of 

stereotypical generalizations? 
• Are cultural and worldview 

examples free of bias and 
inaccuracy. 

• Are a variety of cultural and 
worldview examples provided? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Features TE p. xiv “Biographies”: One way for students to develop empathy for 

attitudes and cultures different from their own is through the in-depth study of the lives 
of people who have made history.  The biographies of these 31 individuals are 
included in the text.  In the digital resources in the Online Teacher Edition there are 
216 biographies under that resource banner heading,  from Hawaii’s Queen 
Liliuokalani and Sitting Bull to Marcus Garvey and Langston Hughes. 

● Online Teacher Edition Chapter 18 Lesson 3 “César Chávez, Dolores Huerta, and the 
Grape Boycott Simulation”: Simulations can expand students’ sense of empathy.  In 
this simulation students role-play one perspective (farm worker, organizer, grower, 
consumer) as they learn about two passionate and eloquent civil rights leaders for the 
Latino community. 

World History 
● World Religions Handbook TE pp.638-657: This collection of maps, images, primary 

sources, text and photographs helps students to develop empathy for attitudes and 
cultures whose worldview is different from their own. 

● Chapter 22 Lesson 1 TE p. 553 “Civil War and Ethnic Conflict”: This combination of 
text and digital map foster students’ empathy for refugees and displaced persons, 
specifically in Africa. 



Materials support the intent 
of the Multicultural Studies 
strand of Oregon Social 
Sciences Standards. 

Review various 
units/chapters and 
determine if the materials 
provide support for 
Multicultural Studies. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials provide 

support for instruction in 
the histories, contributions 
and perspectives of ethnic 
minorities (individuals who 
are Native American or 
Americans of African, 
Asian, Pacific Island, 
Chicano, Latino or Middle 
Eastern descent)and social 
minorities (women, people 
with disabilities, 
immigrants, refugees and 
individuals who are 
lesbian, gay, bisexual or 
transgender)? 

• Do the materials offer 
Multicultural Studies 
examples that relate directly 
to Oregon? 

• Do teacher support 
materials provide 
guidance for instructing 
students from differing 
backgrounds than the 
instructor? 

• Do materials support student 
discussions to engage in 
diversity activities? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 11 Lesson 3 TE pp. 344-349 “The Holocaust”: Text, maps, primary sources, 

images, a video and a slide show help students strengthen their notion of the inherent 
dignity of all individuals – past and present. 

● TE pp. 675-701 “Documents of American History”: This collection of 26 historical 
documents is well-suited for students to recognize, reinforce and strengthen the 
inherent dignity of the individual.  Excerpts include the following: The Virginia Statute 
for Religious Freedom, The Seneca Falls Declaration, The Emancipation 
Proclamation, The Four Freedoms, I Have a Dream speech and others. 

● Online Resources > Teacher Resources > Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
worksheet.  

World History 
● Chapter 12 Lesson 3 TE pp/ 284-287 “British Colonial Rule, Indian Nationalists and 

Colonial Indian Culture”:  This section of text, digital biography of Gandhi, image and 
whiteboard activity reinforces the inherent dignity of all humans as students examine 
and discuss the British treatment of colonial subjects during the age of imperialism 
and the reactions against that oppression. 

● Chapter 19 Lesson 3 TE p. 471-73 “South Africa and Apartheid”: This combination of 
text, video, map and whiteboard activity asks student to consider the dignity of 
Africans as they lived under the system of Apartheid and sought not only equal rights 
but also the dream of Pan-Africanism.  

 
  



 
 
 

SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

 
Criterion 6, 8, 9, & 20: 
FOCUS & COHERENCE 

Provide a framework for thematic 
study and inclusion of themes across 
time (e.g. racism, discrimination, 
labor, child labor, human trafficking, 
gender, civil rights, etc.). Frame and 
include current event issues and 
relate them to historical 
issues/themes. Highlights patterns of 
systemic oppression and their impact 
on historic and social minorities, 
including racial and ethnic minorities, 
women, LGBTQ+ communities. 
Provide opportunities for instruction 
relating to recurring themes and 
patterns. 

4: Meets all 
criteria (8 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (6-7 points, 
no zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (4-5 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1-3 points) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

Quality indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 

Materials provide 
thematic organizers in 
addition to chronological 
organizers and timelines. 

 
Review the materials and 
determine if the materials 
provide thematic 
organizers. 

Questions to ask: 
• Are there structures 

within the text that 
connect themes across 
the learning? 

 
0  1   2 

 
United States History 

● NCSS Correlation to Revised Thematic Standards found in the front matter of each 
TE. 

● Features TE p. xviii “Interactive White Board Activities”: This collection of 46 digital 
resources support the text and illustrate some of the major themes throughout the 
study of modern US history.  Examples include, but are not limited to, racism, 
discrimination, gender and civil rights. 

World History 
● Chapter 11 Lessons 1-4 TE pp. 243-265 Through a variety of resources this chapter 

develops the theme of gender and how the roles of women changed during the 
industrial revolution.  Beginning with an DBQ activity involving an excerpt from 
Margaret Bondfield, text about women’s experiences, three videos clips, a chart, an 
interactive slide show and ending the chapter with a primary source activity about 
the lives of women in the 1800s, students can think critically about the theme of 
gender. 

● Chapter 15 Lesson 3 TE pp. 364-67 “The Nazi State, 1933-1939” The discussion of 
anti-Semitic policies in Nazi Germany through text, images, primary sources and a 
digital lecture slide build upon a framework of understanding discrimination and 
persecution of Jews throughout world history (Chapters 3 and 11). 



Materials present 
historical events with 
connections to more 
current events. 

Review the materials and 
determine if the materials 
provide connections between 
historical and current events. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials provide 

activities and projects that 
encourage historical and 
current research, 
explanations, predictions, 
and descriptions? 

• Do the materials provide 
activities and projects related 
to current events? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● SyncBlast Online: Blasts are short daily reading and writing assignments 

allowing students to express their opinions on high-interest topics, sparking 
debate on a mediated, online social network. Students respond in short answer 
format, engaging in thoughtful discussion with students across the nation about 
top stories on STEM, world news, the environment, civics, media, and more.  

● Chapter 4 Lesson 1 TE pp. 144-48  “Immigration”:  This lesson and 
accompanying maps, images, chart and video explain the issues related to old 
and new immigration, issues that are in the news today.  

World History 
● Chapter 14 Lesson 1 TE p.321 “Making Connections”: The margins of the TE 

include guidance on how to relate historical content to later developments and 
current events.  In this example war technologies from WWI are connected to later 
Geneva Conventions, weapons of mass destruction and drones in warfare today. 

● Chapter 16 Lesson 1 TE p. 379 “Connections to Today”:  In this feature students 
connect contemporary world oil reserves with reserves found in the Middle East and 
the history of nationalism in the Middle East.  There are 10 on these features in the 
text. A complete list can be found in the TE p. xiii. 

Materials provide an 
inclusive narrative, 
recognizing systematic 
oppression and its effects 
on different groups and 
individuals. 

Review the materials and 
determine if the materials 
provide a recognition of 
systemic oppression and its 
effects on different groups and 
individuals. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials offer 

positive narrative when 
dealing with issues like 
slavery, misogyny, or 
discriminatory practices? 

• Do the materials recognize 
and honor those that fought 
and fight against oppression 
and inequality? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Online teacher Resources > Interactive Activity on protest in the 1970s: This 

interactive activity looks at the effects of systematic oppression on racial minorities 
in the 1970s. 

World History 
● Primary Source Library TE pp. 576-585: This collection of 10 DBQ Activities is 

well-suited for students to recognize historical patterns of systematic oppression and 
their impact on minorities.  Excerpts include Mandela’s “An Ideal for Which I Am 
Prepared to Die,” “The Declaration of the Rights of Woman and the Female Citizen,” 
“The Holocaust – The Camp Victims,” and “The Unfortunate Situation of Working 
Women.” 



Materials do not “water 
down” or avoid difficult 
topics and provide 
guidance for dealing with 
controversy and conflict in 
the classroom using civil 
discourse. 

Review the materials and 
determine if the materials 
approach difficult topics 
directly, honestly, and 
appropriately. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do teacher support 

materials provide guidance 
for instructing students 
from differing backgrounds 
than the instructor? 

• Do the materials 
support student 
discussions to engage 
in diversity activities? 

• Do the materials avoid 
generalizing or “sugar-coating” 
difficult topics? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 6 Lesson 3 TE pp. 224-25 “Progressivism’s Legacies and Limits”:  This 

section of text and digital worksheet discuss the rise of the NAACP, B’nai B’rith and 
the Anti-defamation League helping students to understand patterns of systematic 
oppression and their impact on historical and social minorities. 

● Chapter 16 Lessons 1, 2, TE pp. 469-493 “The Civil Rights Movement” This unit, 
organized around the theme of civil rights, traces the theme across time (including 
the causes, challenges to the movement, and the effects).  The unit ends with the 
Skillbuilder activity, “Sequencing and Reading a Timeline.” 

World History 

● SyncBlast Online: Blasts are short daily reading and writing assignments allowing 
students to express their opinions on high-interest topics, sparking debate on a 
mediated, online social network. Students respond in short answer format, engaging 
in thoughtful discussion with students across the nation about top stories on STEM, 
world news, the environment, civics, media, and more. Blasts addressing LGBTQ 
topics are included. 

● Online Teacher Edition Homepage BTW icon: The BTW (by the way) online 
resource produced by McGraw-Hill Education provides students with 
age-appropriate current events and opposing viewpoints on current topics. 

 
  



 
SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

Criterion 7 & 13: FOCUS & RIGOR 

Materials enable students to 
practice historiography, see history 
as interpretation and act as 
student- historians. Encourage 
students to approach content 
through a disciplinary lens as 
social scientists. 

4: Meets all 
criteria (6 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (4-5 points, 
no zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (3 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1-2 points) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

Quality Indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 
Materials provide primary 
source documents for student 
review and analysis. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine if 
the materials provide 
primary sources and 
citations for all sources. 

Questions to ask: 
• How is information presented in 

the materials? 
• Do the materials provide 

an array of primary 
sources in addition to 
secondary narrative? 

• Do the materials contain 
sources in a variety of 
formats (print, audio, 
visual, etc.)? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 10 Lesson 2 TE p. 322  “Primary Sources”: DBQ activities help students 

practice historical thinking skills.  In this exercise about the New Deal, students 
are asked to compare and contrast opposing opinions and analyze why they might 
be different. Each chapter contains multiple primary source activities. 

● The text and accompanying digital resources include hundreds of primary 
sources.  A complete list of the 190 primary source exercises in the text can be 
found in the TE pp. xxiii-xxvi. There are 26 additional primary sources in both the 
TE and SE in the Documents of American History section (TE pp.675-701).  The 
Online Teacher Edition > resources tab > primary sources banner heading lists 
120 digital primary sources. 

World History 
● The text and accompanying digital resources include hundreds of primary 

sources.  A complete list of the 292 primary source exercises in the text can be 
found in the TE pp. xvii-xx. There are 169 additional digit primary sources in the 
Online Teacher Edition, resources tab, primary sources banner heading 

● Online Teacher Edition Resources “21st Century Skills”: These digital resources 
provide students with activities to help them develop skills needed to interrogate 
texts including “How to Analyze the News,” “How to Recognize Points of View,” 
“How to Distinguish Fact from Opinion” and “How to Use What You Find On the 
Internet.” Additionally, The resource entitled “How to Recognize Historical 
Perspectives” asks students to consider the time period, perspective, experiences 
and viewpoints of their sources. 



Materials provide varying and 
even conflicting perspectives, 
allowing students to weigh 
evidence and reach their own 
conclusions 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine if 
the materials provide varying 
and conflicting perspectives. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials provide a 

variety of perspectives for issues 
and events? 

• Do the materials reach a 
conclusion about issues and 
events, or is it open- ended, 
allowing the students to reach 
conclusions? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Networks Online Resources TE p. xxi “Critical Thinking Skills”  This list of eight 

online digital resources teach students skills to become better historians. 
● Online resources > Teacher Resources> The Annexation Debate – Bevidge vs. 

William Jennings Bryant: This outlines two sides of a debate using primary 
sources to show different views. 

World History 
● Chapter 10 Place and Time TE pp.212-213 “Step Into the Place” and “Step Into 

the Time”: Each of the 22 chapters in the text includes the Place and Time 
feature, which enables students to practice historiography.  The DBQ activity, map 
and timeline in this section allow student historians to better understand the 
geography and chronology of the Industrial and Political Revolutions of the 19th 
century.  The maps and timelines in the Place and Time features are interactive in 
the Online Teacher and Student Editions. 

● Chapter 18 Skillbuilder TE p. 452 “Analyzing Cause and Effect”: In this activity, 
students practice this skill of the historian by examining the causes of the Cold 
War. 



Materials provide 
opportunities for students to 
work as historians, explaining 
and interpreting historic and 
current events. 

Review different 
units/chapters and determine 
if the materials provide 
students with examples and 
activities that provide insight 
to and experiences with 
careers in Social Sciences. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials provide 

students with examples of 
career options in the Social 
Sciences? 

• Do the materials provide 
students with activities 
and/or simulations of 
careers in history, public 
policy, and government? 

• Do the materials provide 
activities and projects that 
encourage historical research, 
explanations, predictions, and 
descriptions? 

• Do the materials provide 
activities and projects 
related to historical 
events or phenomena? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 13 Skillbuilder TE pp. 422-23 “Understanding How Historians Interpret the

Past”: In this activity students do the work of historians as they learn, practice and 
apply the skills of historiography.  

● Features TE p. xv “Thinking Like a Historian”:  This collection of 11 features 
provide students the opportunity to practice the skills of the historian, including 
determining cause and effect, distinguishing fact from opinion, comparing and 
contrasting and evaluating information. 

World History 
● Online Teacher Edition  > Lesson Plans > Presentations: Each of the lessons in 

the text include a teacher presentation tool called a “Presentation,” which can be 
found in the online Lesson Plans.  Resembling a power point, each presentation is 
a rich collection of digital resources which encourage students to approach 
content through a disciplinary lens as a social scientist.  Examples of resources in 
the presentation include maps, charts & graphs, primary sources, databases, still 
photos, videos clips and lecture slides. 

● Mini Almanac & Atlas TE pp. 586-590:  Through a variety of charts, graphs, maps 
and cartograms students have tools to view the world as social scientists.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

Criterion 11 & 12: RIGOR 

Allow students to analyze and 
evaluate information and sources 
leading to authentic inquiry and 
making multiple applications to real 
world issues. 
Provide opportunities for students 
to interrogate texts and question 
their truth/validity, bias, and 
cultural competence. 

4: Meets all 
criteria (8 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (6-7 points, 
no zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (4-5 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1-3 points) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

Quality Indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 
Materials provide multiple 
resources, perspectives, 
and documents related to 
real issues. 

Review a different unit/chapter and 
determine if the materials provide 
opportunities for students to 
examine and evaluate information 
to support their thinking. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials provide an 

array of primary and secondary 
sources that address differing 
perspectives? 

• Do students have the opportunity 
to evaluate the sources provided? 

0  1   2 

United States History & World History 
● Each chapter of the text is designed to engage students with interactive print 

and/or online resources, including both primary and secondary sources that tell 
compelling stories from multiple perspectives.  

Materials provide varying and 
even conflicting perspectives, 
allowing students to weigh 
evidence and reach their own 
conclusions. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine if 
the materials provide varying 
and conflicting perspectives. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials provide a variety 

of perspectives for issues and 
events? 

• Do the materials reach a 
conclusion about issues and 
events, or is it open- ended, 
allowing the students to reach 
conclusions? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 10 Lesson 2 TE p. 322  “Primary Sources”: DBQ activities help students 

practice historical thinking skills.  In this exercise about the New Deal, students 
are asked to compare and contrast opposing opinions and analyze why they 
might be different, tools of the historian.  Each chapter contains multiple primary 
source activities. 

World History 
● Chapter 17 Primary Sources TE pp. 430-31: DBQ activities help students practice 

historical thinking skills.  In this exercise about the causes of World War II, 
students are asked to explain, recognize bias, Interpret, analyze, compare and 
draw conclusions, all tools of the historian.  Each chapter contains multiple 
primary source activities. 



Materials provide primary 
source documents for 
student review and analysis. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine if 
the materials provide primary 
sources and citations for all 
sources. 

Questions to ask: 
• How is information presented in 

the materials? 
• Do the materials provide 

an array of primary 
sources in addition to 
secondary narrative? 

• Do the materials contain 
sources in a variety of 
formats (print, audio, visual, 
etc.)? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● The text and accompanying digital resources include hundreds of primary 

sources.  A complete list of the 190 primary source exercises in the text can be 
found in the TE pp. xxiii-xxvi. There are 26 additional primary sources in both the 
TE and SE in the Documents of American History section (TE pp.675-701).  The 
Online Teacher Edition > resources tab > primary sources banner heading lists 
120 digital primary sources. 

World History 
● The text and accompanying digital resources include hundreds of primary 

sources.  A complete list of the 292 primary source exercises in the text can be 
found in the TE pp. xvii-xx. There are 169 additional digit primary sources in the 
Online Teacher Edition, resources tab, primary sources banner heading 

Materials cite sources of 
information allowing 
students to investigate and 
evaluate those sources. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine if 
the materials provide source 
citations. 

Questions to ask: 
• Are source citations included 

within the materials? 
• Are there activities 

supporting students as 
they examine the cited 
sources? 

• Are the sources credible? 
• Do the teacher support 

materials provide 
guidance on determining 
credible sources? 

0  1   2 

United States History & World History 
● Online Teacher Edition > Resources > “21st Century Skills”:  There are dozens of 

digital resources that provide students with activities to help evaluate sources, 
including Chapter Project: “ What Is A Great Society,” “How to Distinguish Fact 
From Opinion,” “How to Recognize Historical Perspectives,” “How to Analyze the 
News” and others. 

 
  



 
SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

Quality Indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 

Criterion 10, 14, & 15: RIGOR 

Support and guide in-depth 
exploration and integration of 
conceptual understandings. Cultivate 
an exploration and problem solving 
of learning through higher level 
questioning. Provide open-ended 
questions that touch on moral and 
philosophical themes that allow 
students to reflect on their own 
ethics/worldview. 

4: Meets all 
criteria (8 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (6-7 points, 
no zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (4-5 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1-3 points) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

 
Materials allow 
students to reach 
conclusions and 
create solutions. 

 
Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine if 
the materials provide 
opportunities for student 
interaction. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials show how 

global/national problems might 
be addressed at the local 
level? 

• Do the materials provide 
students with the 
opportunity to do original 
research and thinking to 
solve problems? 

 

0  1   2 

 
United States History 

● Chapter 7 Assessment TE pp. 255-56:  At the end of each chapter students are 
provided with multiple opportunities to demonstrate critical thinking and problem 
solving.  Each chapter contains Review Questions at higher levels, Exploring the 
Essential Question, Critical Thinking Questions, a DBQ activity, writing activities 
and Research and Presentation options.  This chapter cultivates problem solving 
through higher leveling questioning about the United States during World War I. 

World History 
● Chapter 3 Lessons 1 & 2  TE pp. 43-59 “The Reformation in Europe”:  This short 

but comprehensive chapter provides students with an opportunity to explore how 
a war of ideas led to religious reform as well as great changes in beliefs about 
society.  DBQ activities, maps, interactive timelines, text, images, video, 
infographics, a whiteboard activity and lecture slides provide teachers with a 
wealth of resources to support in-depth exploration and integration of conceptual 
understandings. 



Materials support active 
student inquiry. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine if 
the materials provide 
connections to the Inquiry 
Arc from the C3 Framework. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials show inquiry as 

a multi-step process? 
• Are there references to the C3 

Framework in the materials? 
• Do the teacher support 

materials provide guidance on 
increasing student inquiry? 

• Are supplemental materials 
included to encourage 
enrichment activities or 
student-guided studies? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 14 Lesson 2 TE pp. 435-40 “The Affluent Society“:  Every lesson in the 

TE provides opportunities for teachers to ask critical thinking questions. These 
questions are suggested in the margins (C).  In this lesson, there are nine 
recommendations for questioning students about the Truman and Eisenhower 
administration.  These critical thinking skills include the following:  Speculating, 
Evaluating, Identifying, Drawing Conclusions, Analyzing, Making Connections and 
Researching. Brackets in the text correspond to evidence student might use to 
form historical arguments. 

World History 
● Chapter 14 Lesson 1 TE pp. 324-327 “World War 1 Begins”:  Every lesson in the 

TE provides opportunities for teachers to ask critical thinking questions. These 
questions are suggested in the margins (C).  In this lesson, there are four 
recommendations for questioning students about the causes and outbreak of 
World War. These critical thinking skills include the following:  Identifying 
Alternatives, Categorizing, Speculation and Determining Central Issues. Brackets 
in the text correspond to evidence student might use to form historical arguments. 

Materials provide more than 
one perspective of issues. 

Review a different 
unit/chapter and determine if 
the materials provide varying 
and conflicting perspectives. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials provide a 

variety of perspectives for issues 
and events? 

• Do the materials reach a 
conclusion about issues and 
events, or is it open- ended, 
allowing the students to reach 
conclusions? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 3 Lesson 1 TE pp. 121-122 “Free Enterprise”: This discussion of the rise 

of industry, laissez-faire economics and consumer protection provides students 
with an opportunity to reflect upon the government’s role in the economy.  The 
lesson closes with the open-ended question, “Is it possible to have a completely 
free-market economy?” 

World History 
● Chapter 16 Lesson 3  TE pp. 387-392 “Revolutionary Chaos in China”: This 

lesson, like many others in the text, provides students an opportunity to explore 
how a society worked through the problems of competing ideologies. In this case, 
nationalism and communism in China are explored.  Students solve the problem 
of what would work best in the New China through text, videos, images, maps, 
primary sources, biography and charts.  Through this study, students gain an 
appreciation for how the competing forces of tradition and innovation, urban and 
rural and upper and lower class intersected two competing political parties in this 
phase of modern Chinese history. 



Materials do not shy away 
from or “water down” issues 
of ethics or morality, and 
allow students to think 
critically and deeply, 
exploring and establishing 
personal beliefs. 

Review different units/chapters 
and determine if the materials 
provide material that encourages 
students to think deeply and 
critically about issues of ethics 
and morality. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials present issues 

of ethics and morality? 
• Do the materials present the 

reasoning of individuals or 
groups regarding issues of 
ethics or morality? 

• Do the materials allow 
students opportunities to 
create and explore their own 
beliefs? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 23 Opening TE p. 641 “Essential Question”: Open-ended Essential 

Questions for each chapter allow students to reflect upon their own ethics and 
worldview.  The culminating Essential Questions for this final chapter of text asks 
students, “How is American culture shaped by a set of common values and 
practices? and “How have disputes over ideas, values, and politics resulted in 
change?” 

● Chapter 15 Lesson 1 TE pp. 500-505 “Going to War in Vietnam”: In this section of 
text students learn about the decisions leaders faced as American involvement in 
Vietnam increased.  This leads to personal reflection about when the United 
States should commit troops to international conflicts.  Primary sources, a video, a 
biography and an interactive Decision Tree whiteboard activity accompany the 
text. 

World History 
● Chapter 16 Lesson 2 TE p. 384 “Protest and Reform”: In this section of text, 

supported by a digital biography of Mohandas Gandhi and a Making Connections 
suggestion to Thoreau and Martin Luther King, students consider the concept of 
civil disobedience.  After studying the history, students are provided with an 
open-ended narrative writing assignment in the Lesson 2 Review.  

● Chapter 17 Lesson 3 TE p. 403E “Simulation:  Military Targets and Morality”: 
Through this multi-period activity, students think critically about choices leaders 
had to make during World War II as they engage in debate and self-reflection. 
Teacher instructions include ways to differentiate the assignment to 
accommodate varying student abilities and a suggested rubric for assessment. 

 
  



 
SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

Criterion 16: COHERENCE 

Use developmentally 
appropriate activities and 
materials to cultivate active civic 
participation. 

4: Meets all 
criteria (4 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (3 points, no 
zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (2 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1 point) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

Quality Indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 
Materials provide 
grade-appropriate examples 
and narrative. 

Review a different unit/chapter and 
determine if the materials provide age- 
/grade-/developmentally-appropriate 
examples and narrative. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials use appropriate 

vocabulary, examples, and content? 
• Materials offer supplemental options to 

address the spectrum of skill level and 
maturity in a classroom. 

0  1   2 

United States History & World History 
● Both the Print and Online Teacher Editions include suggested teaching 

strategies and targeted resources for differentiated instruction.  Keys for 
differentiation are BL (Beyond Level), AL (Approaching Level) and ELL 
(English Language Learner). 

● The digital SE is written at grade level, and teachers can provide 
individuals or entire classes with content written at an approaching grade 
level (approximately two grade levels lower).  Students can access this 
content by clicking on the question mark in the dashboard of the online 
textbook. 



Materials ensure new learning 
builds upon previous learning. 

Review the materials and determine if the 
materials provide themes and patterns to 
promote understanding. 

Questions to ask: 
• Are there structures within the text to 

identify connections to previous 
learning? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Each lesson in each chapter of text is laid out in a similar fashion, allowing 

student to build upon prior learning.  The first part of each lesson is to 
ENGAGE students’ prior knowledge.  The second part is to TEACH AND 
ASSESS students new knowledge.  The third and final part of each lesson 
is to CLOSE AND REFLECT, which provides students with an opportunity 
to integrate new knowledge with previously learned material. 

World History 
● Each lesson in each chapter of text is laid out in a similar fashion, allowing 

student to build upon prior learning.  The first part of each lesson is to 
ENGAGE students’ prior knowledge.  The second part is to TEACH AND 
ASSESS students new knowledge.  The third and final part of each lesson 
is to CLOSE AND REFLECT, which provides students with an opportunity 
to integrate new knowledge with previously learned material. 

 
  



 
SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

Criterion 17 & 18: COHERENCE 

Encourage integration of history, 
economics, geography, civics, 
financial literacy, multicultural 
studies, and Social Science 
Analysis. Promote cross- curricular 
instruction (e.g. English Language 
Arts, science, the arts, mathematics 
and  technology). 

4: Meets all 
criteria (4 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (3 points, no 
zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (2 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1 point) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

Quality Indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 
Materials provide 
examples that cross 
content lines, showing 
the real-world 
integration of 
geography, history, 
economics, and civics. 

Review a different unit/chapter and 
determine if the materials provide inter- 
disciplinary connections. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials make 

connections between Social 
Sciences content areas or 
provide one discipline-specific 
approach? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 6 Lesson 3 TE pp. 220-221 “The Election of 1912”:  History and 

civics are integrated as major elections are described through text, map 
and charts. 

World History 
● Online Teacher Edition > Resources  > “Economics of History Activities”: 

These 31 digital resources (mostly one or two per chapter) help students 
see the connections between economics and history.  Topics range from 
“Economics and the Great Depression” to “The Modern Chinese 
Economy.”  A complete list of them can be found in the TE on page xxviii.



Materials provide opportunities 
for students to use and refine 
reading, writing, science, 
math, and technology skills 
while studying history. 

Review different units/chapters and 
any provided alignment documents to 
determine if any Oregon 
mathematics/reading/writing standards 
are addressed at grade level. 

Questions to ask: 
• Do the materials provide 

opportunities to integrate 
grade-level appropriate 
math, reading, and writing 
skills? 

• Do the opportunities to integrate 
math and literacy focus on 
Social Sciences applications? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 2 Skillbuilder  TE p. 106 “Interpreting Statistics”: This special 

feature in the text reinforces mathematics skills.  It explains why the skill 
is important for historians, scaffolds practicing the skill, and scaffolds 
applying the skill as it relates to historical geographic distribution of 
population in the United States. 

● American Literature Library TE pp. 718-737:  This anthology of 15 
excerpts from American literature promote ELA cross-curricular 
instruction.  Each selection is accompanied by DBQ activities that 
incorporate historical thinking skills.  

World History 
● Chapter 11 Lesson 4 Planner TE p.243F “Infographic:  Advances in 

Chemistry & Physics”: This infographic promotes visual literacy as well 
as cross-curricular instruction between history and science.  A complete 
list of the 9 infographics in the text can be found in the TE on p. xxiii.  

● Chapter 22 Lesson 4 TE pp. 565-569 “Science, Technology and the 
Environment”: This final section of reading in the text highlights the 
cross-curricular instruction between science, technology and history. 

 
  



 
SECTION I: Alignment to the 2018 Oregon Social Sciences Standards 

Criterion 19 & 21: COHERENCE 

Learning progresses in a relevant 
and engaging manner, building 
upon prior ideas, practices, 
concepts, and eliciting and 
addressing misconceptions. 
Provide clear purposes for learning 
experiences, including but not 
limited to: 

a. essential questions 
b. learning targets/objectives 
c. alignment with state standards 

4: Meets all 
criteria (6 
points) 

3: Adheres to the 
criteria (4-5 points, 
no zeros) 

2: Sometimes adheres to the 
criteria (3 points) 

1: Occasionally adheres to the 
criteria (1-2 points) 

0: Does not meet the criteria 

Final Comments and 
Suggestions for Improvement: 

Quality Indicators How to Find the Evidence Rating Specific Evidence from Materials 
Materials ensure new learning 
builds upon previous learning. 

Review the materials and determine if the 
materials provide themes and patterns to 
promote understanding. 

Questions to ask: 
• Are there structures within the text to 

identify connections to previous 
learning? 

0  1   2 

United States History & World History 
● Each lesson in each chapter of text is laid out in a similar fashion, 

allowing student to build upon prior learning.  The first part of each 
lesson is to ENGAGE students’ prior knowledge.  The second part is to 
TEACH AND ASSESS students new knowledge.  The third and final 
part of each lesson is to CLOSE AND REFLECT, which provides 
students with an opportunity to integrate new knowledge with 
previously learned material. 



Materials ensure students 
understand the learning is 
relevant, timely, and 
authentic. 

Review a variety of units/chapters and 
determine if the materials provide 
students with: 
• Real-world connections to the learning 
• Examples of events and issues that relate 

to current situations 
• Reasons why the learning is important 

to the student/the community/the nation 
and world 

0  1   2 

United States History & World History 
● SyncBlast Online: Blasts are short daily reading and writing 

assignments that allow students to express their opinions on 
high-interest topics, sparking debate on a mediated, online social 
network. Students respond in short answer format, engaging in 
thoughtful discussion with students across the nation about top stories 
on STEM, world news, the environment, civics, media, and more.  

● Online Teacher Edition Homepage BTW icon – The BTW (by the way) 
online resource produced by McGraw-Hill Education provides students 
with age-appropriate current events and opposing viewpoints on 
current topics. A separate Election Central tab is dedicated to 
government and politics in the USA from a high school student’s 
perspective.  Within Election Central there is a resources tab which 
includes a Citizenship in Action section.  The resources contained 
within help to explain a young person’s role in a democratic society 
and how to get involved.  

Materials anticipate 
and address 
misconceptions. 

Review a variety of units/chapters and 
determine if the materials address 
student misconceptions. 

Questions to ask: 
• Are typical misconceptions identified? 
• Are misconceptions addressed and 

correct explanations offered? 

0  1   2 

United States History 
● Chapter 9 Chapter Planner TE p. 287A  “Predictable 

Misunderstandings”:  Each chapter planner provides teachers with 
guidance towards helping students clear up misconceptions they may 
have.  This instance explains the misunderstanding students may have
that the stock market crash was the only cause of the Great 
Depression. 

● Chapter 7  Lesson Planner TE p.229A – 229HG “World War I and 
Aftermath Planner”: Contributing author, Jay McTigue, has helped to 
organize the text around the Understanding by Design model.  Starting 
with the end in mind, each unit and each chapter lays out the Enduring 
Understandings, Essential Questions, what Students Will Know and 
Be Able To Do and well as Predictable Misunderstandings.  

World History 
● Chapter 13 Chapter Planner TE p. 297A  “Predictable 

Misunderstandings”: Each chapter planner provides teachers with 
guidance towards misconceptions students may possibly have.  In this 
instance students may have confusion about why the British would 
encourage the opium trade with China, an unregulated activity in the 
past but against the law today. 

 
  



 
SECTION II - V: Instructional Supports and Monitoring 
Student Progress Key Criteria 

Rate each indicator in Section II & III according to whether it is met, partially met, or not met. Award points for each indicator as shown. 

 
II, III, IV, & V - INDICATORS OF QUALITY: 
Student Engagement, Differentiated Instruction, 
Extensions & Educator Supports, & Monitoring 
Student Progress 

SCORE 
Partially 

Does Meets/ 
not       Not 

 meet  sure Meets 

                                EVIDENCE 

24. Engage students in the understanding of 
everyone’s rights and responsibilities through social 
action beyond the classroom. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Chapter 17 Lesson 2 TE pp. 506-09 “Vietnam Divides the Nation”:  This is one example of text and accompanying 
resources that highlights citizens taking social action.  This case about the anti-Vietnam War movement acts as a 
model for social action. 

● Online Teacher Edition Resources ePals Global Community: Where learners connect“: McGraw-Hill Education, The 
Smithsonian Institution, International Baccalaureate and leading educators around the world have partnered with ePals 
in a global community of more than one million classrooms providing teachers with the opportunity to facilitate safe, 
authentic and dynamic exchanges with students from around the world. The global community aims to help students 
develop empathy for attitudes and cultures with individuals whose worldview might be different from their own. 
Students’ social action can be extended with ePals which allows students to integrate technology as they collaborate 
with students from schools around the world. 

World History 
● Online Teacher Edition  > Resources  21st Century Skills “How to Plan a Service Project”:  This 24 slide powerpoint 

resource defines services, explains the role service plays, helps students narrow interests to identify a possible project 
and then provides links to national service agencies for students to explore. 

● Chapter 20 Place and Time TE pp. 490-91 “Step Into Place”: Through a DBQ activity, students compare citizens’ 
political protests in both the east and west during the Cold War.  This activity lends itself to a comparison of 
contemporary political protests and marches. 



27. Provide opportunities for varied activities (e.g., 
hands on learning, physical movements, 
simulations, research opportunities, integrated 
technology, and role play). 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Online Teacher Edition  > Resources:  The United States History & Geography: Modern Times 2018  resource 
includes over 3800 digital extensions to the textbook.  These include project-based learning activities, simulations, 
debates, games, interactive whiteboard activities, graphic novels, slideshows, graphic organizers, charts, graphs, 
timelines, worksheets, quizzes and tests.  All are downloadable, and most can be edited to meet the diverse needs of 
students. 

● Chapter 10  Opening TE pp. 307 “Foldables® Study Organizer”:  Each chapter of the text contains a cumulative 
chapter-based Foldable®  hands-on activity.  In Chapter 10 students construct a 10-tab Foldable® organizer about the 
“alphabet agencies” created during the New Deal. Editable instructions for students are available in the Online Teacher 
Edition > Resources > Chapter Level Resources. 

World History 
● Online Teacher Edition > Resources > Simulations:  Each chapter contains a simulation.  Topics range from “The 

Cuban Missile Crisis” to “Costs and Benefits of Globalization.”  The teacher guides and student instructions can be 
found in the digital resources.  A complete list of simulations can be found in the TE p. xxvi. 

● Chapter 13  Place and Time TE pp. 298 “Digital Hand-On Project”: Each chapter of the TE provides suggestions for 
hands-on projects and digital hands-on projects.  This example suggests students can research the factors that 
contributed to changes in East Asia at the beginning of the 20th century, then create artwork to show what they learned 
and upload images to an image hosting site tagging their images with information.  Editable assignment sheets and 
rubrics for assessment are available in the digital resources. 

30. Address Oregon English Language Proficiency 
Standards in reading, writing, listening, and 
speaking. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Online Teacher Edition  > Resources  > Researching and Writing Skills: There are over 40 resources that support the 
Oregon English Language Proficiency Standards in writing, listening and speaking.  Some titles include” Pre-writing - 
Make a Plan,” “Drafting – Elaborate Main Points,” “Create a Bibliography,” “Support Your Argument,” and 
“Proofreading Marks.” Search for the resources by title. 

World History 
● Online Teacher Edition > Resources: Under the Rubrics and Printable Assessments tab in the dashboard there are 22 

editable rubrics for student assessment which supports the Oregon English Language Proficiency Standards in writing, 
listening and speaking.  Some examples are rubrics for a Song or Poem, Skit, Role Play, Debate, Journalistic Writing, 
Debate, Oral Report and Audio Visual Presentation. 



32. Provide meaningful adaptations, modifications, 
and extensions based in student inquiry that 
provide depth of understanding for all students 
(e.g., TAG, ELL, SPED, & Alternative Education). 

0 1 2 
United States History & World History 

● Online Learning Center Resources “Reading Essentials” are condensed versions for each lesson accompanied by a 
study guide to make the text more accessible to struggling readers. 

● Both the Print and Online Teacher Editions include suggested teaching strategies and targeted resources for 
differentiated instruction.  Keys for differentiation are BL (Beyond Level), AL (Approaching Level) and ELL (English 
Language Learner). 

● The digital SE is written at grade level, and teachers can provide individuals or entire classes with content written at an 
approaching grade level (approximately two grade levels lower).  Students can access this content by clicking on the 
question mark in the dashboard of the online textbook. 

● The textbook is also available in LearnSmart®. Using revolutionary adaptive technology, LearnSmart® allows the 
student to read the book, answer questions, and receive immediate feedback and individualized instruction as the text 
adapts to what the student knows, how confident the student is in his/her knowledge and what the student is ready to 
learn.. Teachers have access to a range of individual and group reports to guide small and large group instruction. 



33. Support and guide literacy instruction with leveled
and accessible text while teaching social sciences 
concepts. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Online Student Edition > Dashboard > “?”:  If the teacher enables the English Language Learner or Approaching Grade
Level options, individual students or the entire class may have access to the digital textbook written at approximately 
two grade levels lower than the standard text by clicking on the “?”  (Teachers see a drop down menu; students do 
not.) 

● The digital textbook also has a pop-out Spanish version option. 
World History 

● Online Teacher Edition > Resources: The “Reading Essentials” resource for every lesson is an approaching grade 
level resource that presents content, graphic organizers, maps, timelines and comprehension questions in one place. 
It is written at approximately two reading levels lower than the student text. 

● Both the Print and Online Teacher Editions include suggested teaching strategies and targeted resources for 
differentiated instruction.  Keys for differentiation are BL (Beyond Level), AL (Approaching Level) and ELL (English 
Language Learner). 

36. Aligned to the Oregon Social Science standards. 0 1 2 
United States History & World History 

● Each of the McGraw-Hill Networks Social Studies resources and supporting textbooks for high school are setup and 
organized in similar fashion. The resources are designed to fully support teacher and student success through 
alignment to the Oregon, as well as the National, Council for the Social Studies thematic strands. Each chapter is 
designed to engage students with interactive print and/or online resources, compelling stories from multiple 
perspectives and rigorous as well as differentiated instruction to meet the various learning styles of all students.  

● The United States History & Geography: Modern Times 2018 textbook and resources are aligned to the Oregon 
Content Standards for High School United States History  

● The World History & Geography: Modern Times 2018 textbook and resources are aligned to the Oregon Social 
Science Standards for High School World History.  



38. Provide guidance on discussing controversial or 
sensitive topics. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Chapter 20 Lesson 3 “New Social Activism”: This section of text and accompany resources provided information and 
teacher guidance when teaching about drugs and alcohol, the AIDS epidemic and sexual orientation.  

● Chapter 22 Lesson 2 TE pp. 628-632 “Focusing on Afghanistan and Iraq”: Through images, texts and digital resources 
this section of study provides students with information to promote understanding about a region with which the United 
States has had strained ties in the past.  Recommendations for how to teach this sensitive topic are provided in both 
the print TE and the Online Teacher Edition in the Lesson Plans section. 

World History 
● Chapter 16 Lesson 1 TE pp. 377  “The Armenian Genocide”: This section of text, along with primary sources, a video 

and teaching strategies, provide teachers with the resources they need to teach the sensitive topic of the Armenian 
genocide.  

● Chapter 19 Lesson 3 TE pp. 473-74 “Economic and Political Challenges”: The text and margin note explain the topics 
of HIV/AIDS in sensitive, age-appropriate language.  

40. Materials provide a wide variety of age        
appropriate primary and secondary sources     
(both written and oral traditions) including but       
not limited to: a) real-life situations or mirror        
real-life situations; b) highlight vocabulary; c)      
focused and clear graphics, illustrations,     
maps, and other multimedia; d) case studies;       
e) art. 

0 1 2 
United States History 
a. real-life situations or mirror real-life situations 

● Chapter 5 Lesson 1 TE p. 180 “It Matters Because“:  Each lesson in the text begins with an “It Matters Because” 
section to make content relevant and meaningful for students.  In this example, students learn how the desire to find 
new markets, increase trade and build a powerful navy caused the US to become more involved in international affairs. 

b. highlight vocabulary 
● Online Teacher Edition > Resources > Games: The interactive games in the Networks resource are designed to 

highlight critical vocabulary for students.  United States History & Geography: Modern Times 2018 includes over 78 
interactive vocabulary games. 

World History 
c. focused and clear graphics, illustrations, maps, and other multimedia 

● Online Teacher Edition > Resources >  Maps: There are dozens of interactive maps available in the online teacher and 
student editions.  Interactive maps allow students to add and remove layers of information demonstrating change over 
time, a vital skill of the historian. 

e. art  
● Chapter 11 Lesson TE pp. 260-262 “The Culture of Modernity”: Through text, primary sources and a digital slideshow, 

students study the changes in literature, painting, architecture and music that took place following the second age of 
science and the industrial revolution.  There are dozens of digital resources to support the integration of art in the world 
history class. A list of some of the slide shows, including Modern Art of Latin America, The Enlightenment and the Arts, 
can be found in the TE xvi.  



41. Emphasize academic vocabulary at all levels. 0 1 2 
United States History 

● On the first page of each of the 81 lessons in both the TE and SE critical content vocabulary and difficult academic 
vocabulary are identified in the Reading Help Desk.  Academic vocabulary is boldfaced within the text, and content 
vocabulary is highlighted and defined in the margins.  Academic and content vocabulary are also identified in the 
online student edition in a drop down box under the word Vocabulary in the grey dashboard.  When students click on 
highlighted words in the online text, definitions pop-out at point of use. 

● Determining Word Meanings is one of the Reading Skills found in each lesson.  Strategies, questions for students and 
possible student answers can be found in both the print and online teacher’s editions and are labelled “R” with 
associated text evidence bracketed “R." 

World History 
● There is an vocabulary activity sheet in the online resources for each chapter that provides students the chance to 

practice both content and academic vocabulary 
● There are 76 electronic resources (eFlashcards, crossword puzzles, concentration, tic-tac-toe, drop & drag, etc.) in the 

online resources designed for vocabulary review, one per lesson. 

45. Historical thinking skills are embedded. 0 1 2 
United States History 

● Chapter 13 Skillbuilder TE pp. 422-423 “Understanding How Historians Interpret the Past”: There are 13 Skillbuilder 
activities embedded in the text.  Each Skillbuilder activity defines the skill, explains its importance, walks students 
through a practice of the skill, and then makes a recommendation for applying the skill.  A complete list of the 13 can 
be found in the TE on p. xv. 

World History 
● Chapter 17 Primary Sources TE pp. 430-31: DBQ activities help students practice historical thinking skills.  In this 

exercise about the causes of World War II, students are asked to explain, recognize bias, Interpret, analyze, compare 
and draw conclusions, all tools of the historian.  Each chapter contains multiple primary source activities. 

 
 
 



50. Provide various achievement level models of 
formative and summative assessments that are 
aligned to the Oregon Academic Content 
Standards for Social Sciences, the standards for 
Literacy in History/Social Studies, and Oregon 
Essential Skills for (1) reading, (2) writing, 
(3) applying mathematics. 

0 1 2 
United States History & World History 

● The print textbooks provides both formative and summative assessment options in every chapter.  These include 
Reading Progress Checks, Lesson Reviews and Chapter Assessments. 

● The digital textbook provides the same formative progress checks and summative end of lesson and end of chapter 
assessments. In the digital versions, students can type their responses directly into their digital textbook and submit 
their answers to the teacher when assigned in advance. 

● Teacher resources include print versions of Guided Reading worksheets, Graphic Organizers, Quizzes and Tests. 
These digital resources are downloadable into PDF or Word format and can be edited. 

● The Online Assessment Center is a fully digital online assessment generator. Teachers have access to editable 
lesson quizzes and chapter tests. Teachers can use these assessments as-is, edit existing questions, or add their 
own questions.  Assessments can be customized by question type and depth of knowledge.  This resource includes 
technology enhanced questions, as well as short answer, DBQ, and many other formats for summative or formative 
assessments large or small.  

● Hands-On Chapter and Technology projects for each chapter allow students to demonstrate application and mastery 
of content in alternative and authentic forms. 

53. Provide multiple opportunities and formats within 
each unit (e.g., debate, oral presentation) for 
students to demonstrate skills, content knowledge, 
and receive feedback. 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Online Teacher Edition  > Manage and Assign Tab >  My Discussions:  Teachers can use this blogging feature as an 
opportunity for students to demonstrate skills, content knowledge and receive feedback.  Teachers have the option to 
moderate student responses before they post if desired.  Complete instructions for using the My Discussion feature 
are in the online resources help section. 

United States History 
● Chapter 17  Planner  TE pp. 497A-497G  “The Vietnam War”:  The teacher edition includes activities for each lesson 

to reach a variety of learning styles including interpersonal, logical/mathematical, visual/spatial, naturalist, kinesthetic, 
auditory/musical/, verbal/linguistic and interpersonal.  An explanation is provided in each chapter planner under the 
heading “Differentiated Instruction.” 

World History 
● Chapter 21  Planner  TE pp.511A-511G  “A New Era Begins”: The teacher edition includes activities for each lesson 

to reach a variety of learning styles including interpersonal, logical/mathematical, visual/spatial, naturalist, kinesthetic, 
auditory/musical/, verbal/linguistic and interpersonal.  An explanation is provided in each chapter planner under the 
heading “Differentiated Instruction.” 



54. Assessments employ use of higher level thinking 
(e.g., synthesis, evaluation, and analysis) with 
accompanying scoring guides. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Chapter 10 Lesson 2 TE pp. 320-324 “The Second New Deal”:  The teacher edition clearly identifies opportunities for 
Critical Thinking (C) through higher level questioning. In this example students are asked to compare and contrast, 
Evaluate, Make Connections, Determine and Describe.  Evidence in the text to support the skill is bracketed with a 
“C.” Additional examples of critical thinking are clearly listed in the Planner section of the TE. 

● Chapter 20  Assessment  TE pp. 591-592  “Assessment Answers”:  Almost anywhere the Networks resource 
recommends asking students questions, McGraw-Hill Education provides an answer or a scoring rubric.  In this 
instance, possible answers to the end of chapter questions are provided.  In addition, there are recommended 
student responses to the differentiated discussion questions in each lesson, recommended answers for all the 
questions in the online assessment center, and most of the 3800 electronic resources have questions and 
recommended answers provided. 

World History 
● Chapter 15 Lesson 2 TE p.359 “Critical Thinking Skills”: Each lesson in the TE provide teachers with several critical 

thinking options for students (labeled “C”) in the margins.  Brackets in the text correspond with the questions in the 
margins. Questions teachers might ask are highlighted in blue and possible student responses are italicized. 

● Chapter 17 Chapter Planner TE pp 403A-G:  These planning pages for each of the 22 chapters provide a key to 
various level of critical thinking questions for each chapter and lesson. 

55. Assess student proficiency using a variety of 
methods that recognize various perspectives, and 
are accessible, adaptable, and culturally unbiased 
for all students (e.g., Talented and Gifted (TAG), 
English Language Learners (ELL), Special 
Education (SPED) students, and Alternative 
Education Students). 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Online Teacher Edition > Resources > Guided Reading worksheets, Reading Essentials, Graphic Organizers, 
Chapter Summaries, Re-teaching Activities, Quizzes and Tests digital resources are downloadable and editable. 
Recommendations for differentiated use of these resources are provided in the Lesson Plans section. 

● Online Teacher Edition > Assess: All lesson quizzes and chapter tests are available in English and Spanish. 
Teachers also have the capability of creating unique assessments from the Spanish language test bank. 

World History 
● Online Teacher Edition > Resources > Guided Reading worksheets, Reading Essentials, Graphic Organizers, 

Chapter Summaries, Re-teaching Activities, Quizzes and Tests digital resources are downloadable and editable. 
● Online Teacher Edition  > Assess: All lesson quizzes and chapter tests are available in English and Spanish. 

Teachers also have the capability of creating unique assessments from the Spanish language test bank. 

Total (points possible) 
 
  



 
SECTION II & III: Instructional 
Supports Supporting Criteria 

Rate each indicator in Section IV according to whether it is met, partially met, or not met. Award points for each indicator as shown. 

 
II - INDICATORS OF QUALITY: Student Engagement SCORE 

Partially 
Does meets/ 
not Not 

meet sure Meets 

                                EVIDENCE 

22. Offer authentic and meaningful student-centered activities 
that build interest and understanding of varied lived 
experiences. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Each chapter of the TE provides suggestions for hands-on projects and digital hands-on projects.  Editable 
assignment sheets and rubrics for assessment are available in the digital resources. 

● Each chapter of the text contains a cumulative chapter-based Foldable®  hands-on activity.  Editable 
instructions for students are available in the Online Teacher Edition Resources Chapter Level Resources. 

World History 
● Chapter 21 Primary Sources TE pp. 542-43  “What Was Social Media’s Role In The Arab Spring?”: This text, 

image and set of primary sources build interest for students as they analyze how technology available to them 
has affected history. 

● Chapter 22 Place & Time TE p. 436 “Creating Posters with Quick Response (QR) Codes”:  Each chapter in the 
TE contains a recommendation for a Digital Hands-On Project.  Students integrate technology with research 
and presentation skills. 



23. Foster and encourage conversations, discourse, empathy, 
critical thinking, and curiosity while addressing past and 
present forms of systemic oppression. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Chapter 11 Opener TE p. 331 “Essential Question”: One of the main focus areas for this unit of study is 
captured in the essential question, “Why do some people fail to respond to injustice while others try to prevent 
injustice?”  Through a combination of text, images, video, maps and primary sources, students learn about the 
systematic oppression of the Nazi Final Solution. They also examine the debate during the 1930s about whether
the United States should stand firm against aggression in the world or remain neutral.  

● Chapter 16 Lesson 1 TE p. 473  “Brown v. Board of Education”:  The analysis of this Supreme Court fosters 
analytical thinking and discourse on the systematic oppression of Blacks in the United States.  A series of eight 
Analyzing Supreme Court Cases features in the text encourage conversations about oppression and civil rights. 
A list of these cases can be found in the TE p. xiv. The resources in the Online Teacher Edition contain activities 
involving 18 additional Supreme Court cases. 

World History 
● Chapter 17 Lesson 4 TE pp. 421-24  “The New Order and the Holocaust”: Through text, video, an interactive 

slide show, map, graph and primary source students learn about the oppression and mass murder of Jews 
during WWII. 

● Chapter 19 Primary Sources TE pp.484-85 “What Challenges did Apartheid Create for South Africans?”:  These 
primary sources, the text and video referenced in lesson 3 provide students opportunities for conversations, 
discourse and critical thinking while they address the past oppression of Apartheid and its legacy. 

25. Offer guidance for a variety of inclusive, cooperative 
strategies that question stereotypes to engage all student. 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Online Teacher Edition >  Resources >  Professional Development: The Networks Social Studies resources 
facilitate inclusiveness, cooperation and engagement by developing a course of study based on Understanding 
by Design®. UbD offers a planning framework to guide curriculum, assessment and instruction.  The 
Professional Development section includes videos, a white paper and additional resources about the UbD 
process. 

● Professional Development  TE pp. lvi-lix “Understanding by Design” Stage 2 of UbD “Determine Acceptable 
Evidence” is the means by which teachers know if students have achieved desired understanding. UbD has 
identified six facets of truly understanding including, “demonstrate perspective and recognize different points of 
view,” “display empathy,” and “have self-knowledge.” 

● Online Teacher Edition >  Resources  > Rubrics and Printable Assessments: This section of digital resources 
includes 22 editable digital rubrics.  Many of these provide assessment for cooperative activities (e.g. 
Cooperative Group Project, Role Play, Skit, and more). 



26. Utilize students’ prior knowledge, skills, and experiences to 
provide a context for making sense of events and/or 
seeking solutions to problems. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● All lessons, features and chapter opening pages begin by cultivating students’ background knowledge to link 
new information to what is already known through the heading ENGAGE.  The teacher edition recommends 
bell-ringers, warm-ups and introductory resources to activate students’ prior knowledge. 

● Chapter 2 Place and Time TE p. 95 “Background Knowledge: Settling the West 1865-1890”:  For every chapter 
there are editable digital worksheets designed to assess students’ background knowledge before they study the 
chapter.  These are available in the Online Teacher Resources > Chapter Level Resources. 

World History 
● All lessons, features and chapter opening pages begin by cultivating students’ background knowledge to link 

new information to what is already known through the heading ENGAGE.  The teacher edition recommends 
bell-ringers, warm-ups and introductory resources to activate students’ prior knowledge. 

● Chapter 13 Planner TE pp. 297F  “Assessing Background Knowledge”:  For every chapter there are editable 
digital worksheets designed to assess students’ background knowledge before they study the chapter. 

28. Provide activities that incorporate the arts. 0 1 2 
United States History 

● Online Teacher Resources > EDSITEMENT link: This provides activities that incorporate the arts. 
● Interactive White Board Activities TE xviii: These digital resources, 46 in total, allow students the opportunity to 

focus upon a theme or topic in depth.  Topics that include the Arts are “The Harlem Renaissance” and “Art of 
the 1930s.” 

World History 
● Chapter 9 Lesson 3 TE p. 198 “Online Teaching Options”: This activity asks students to examine an interactive 

image and think about how the artist’s artistic decisions influenced the people.  An additional digital resource, 
“Visual Literacy:  Identifying Bias,” provides students with more information and another image to analyze. 

● Chapter 12 Lesson 4 TE p. 260-261 “The Culture of Modernity” This section of text explains how changing world 
views in the 19th and 20th centuries led to changing styles in art.  The “Taking Notes” graphic organizer 
suggestion for students is available in the online student edition under the banner heading “Reading Strategies.” 
There is a separate graphic organizer available to students for each lesson in the text.  These resources can be 
manipulated electronically or downloaded and printed. 

III - INDICATORS OF QUALITY: Differentiated Instruction 



29. Facilitate planning and implementation of differentiated 
instruction addressing the needs of Talented and Gifted 
(TAG), English Language Learners (ELL) and Special 
Education (SPED), and Alternative Education students. 

0 1 2 Both United States History and World History 
● Online Teacher Edition > Resources > “Reading Essentials”: This section is an approaching grade level 

resource that presents content, maps, timeline and comprehension questions in one place acting as an 
alternative text, notebook and study guide.. 

● The textbook is written at grade level. The digital SE is written at grade level. Teachers have the option to 
provide individuals or entire classes with content written at an approaching grade level (approximately two grade 
levels lower).  Students can access this content by clicking on the question mark in the dashboard of the online 
textbook. 

● Both the Print and Online Teacher Edition include suggested teaching strategies and targeted resources for 
differentiated instruction.  Keys for differentiation are BL (Beyond Level), AL (Approaching Level) and ELL 
(English Language Learner). 

● The textbook is also available in LearnSmart®. Using revolutionary adaptive technology, LearnSmart® allows 
the student to read the book, answer questions, and receive immediate feedback and individualized instruction 
as the text adapts to what the student knows, how confident the student is in his/her knowledge and what the 
student is ready to learn. Teachers have access to a range of individual and group reports to guide small and 
large group instruction. 

31.Provide direct access to equitable resources through 
various levels of technology. 

a. Speech to text 
b. Text to speech 
c. Audio books 
d. Digital copies 
e. Available in various languages 

0 1 2 

Both United States History and World History 
b. Text to speech 

● Every text page in the online textbook has a text to speech feature.  Students access it through the headphone 
icon in the dashboard. 

c. Audio books 
● The entire student edition is available as an online text which has a text to speech feature for every page. 

d. Digital copies 
● United States History & Geography: Modern Times 2018  and World History & Geography: Modern Times 

2018 are available in online editions that are surrounded by 3200 and 3800 additional differentiated resources, 
making the texts available to TAG, Special Ed, ELL and Alternative Ed students. 

e. Available in various languages 
● For United States History & Geography: Modern Times 2018, the Glossary/Glosario TE pp.770-793 Critical 

vocabulary is defined in both English and Spanish in the teacher and student print editions.  One of the 
resources in the Online Teacher Edition is a “Multilingual Glossary” that contains key academic and content 
vocabulary terms and definitions in 10 languages other than English. For World History & Geography: 
Modern Times 2018, the Glossary/Glosario TE pp.658-680 Critical vocabulary is defined in both English and 
Spanish in the teacher and student print editions. The digital textbook also has a pop-out Spanish version option 
for the lesson pages of digital text. 

Total (points possible) 
 



 
 

SECTION IV: Instructional 
Supports Supporting Criteria 

Rate each indicator in Section III according to whether it is met, partially met, or not met. Award points for each indicator as shown. 

 
IV - INDICATORS OF QUALITY: Extensions & Educator 
Supports 

SCORE 
Partially 

Does meets/ 
not Not 

meet sure Meets 

                                EVIDENCE 

34. Contain a variety of regularly updated and user-friendly, online 
materials and resources in culturally-sensitive language that 
are responsive to current events and changes in perspectives 
that are available to teachers, students and families. 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● SyncBlast Online: Blasts are short daily reading and writing assignments that allow students to express 
their opinions on high-interest topics, sparking debate on a mediated, online social network. Students 
respond in short answer format, engaging in thoughtful discussion with students across the nation about 
top stories on STEM, world news, the environment, civics, media, and more.  

● Online Learning Center Homepage BTW Icon: The McGraw-Hill Education online resource BTW is an age 
appropriate, ad-free current event repository that is updated several times per week. It includes current 
issues as well as an archive of topical issues from the recent past.  It provides up-to-date coverage of 
important national and world news, along with contests, polls, and activities. Each news story has activities 
and questions to extend the content and provide skills practice, including: Tips on how to use BTW articles 
in your social studies classroom, Ideas for using social media, and other technology resources 21st 
Century Skill options.  Content topics most appropriate for this course are archived under the headings 
“Current Events, World, World History” and “World History & Geography.”  BTW is available for students, 
parents, and teachers. It can be accessed either through the online learning center or directly from the 
world-wide web. 

● Online Teacher Edition  > Resources: Currently there are over 3800 user-friendly online materials (US 
History) and 3200 (World History) resources that are age-appropriate and culturally sensitive.  As new 
resources are developed they are added to the collection. 



35. Provide ongoing and embedded professional development 
(e.g. video tutorials, webinars) for implementation and 
continued use of the instructional materials. 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Online Teacher Edition  > Resources: The Help Tab includes an ever-growing collection of video tutorials 
and implementation guides for every aspect of the digital resource.  Currently there are over 60 resources 
available with more to be added. 

● Online Teacher Edition  > Resources: The Professional Development Tab includes an ever-growing 
collection of video tutorials, implementation guides, white papers and “how-to’s”  for many aspects of the 
print and digital resources, as well as resources for best practice.  Currently there are over 45 resources 
available with more to be added. 

● Professional Development TE pp. lvii - lxxi  (US History) and TE pp. lviii - lxxiii (World History): This section 
in the print TE provides professional development in the following high impact topics: Understanding By 
Design by Jay McTighe, Reading Strategies, Primary Source Strategies, Why Teach With Technology, 
Meeting the Diverse Needs of Our Students and Performance Assessment Strategies. 

● Real time and archived national webinars are offered throughout the year for McGraw Hill Education 
Networks customers. 

37. Include high interest material and activities in various formats 
(e.g. photographs, videos, graphics, oral histories, artifacts). 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Online Teacher Edition > Resources  >Video: There are 184 (US History) and 120 (World History) video 
clips to support history instruction, at least one per lesson. 

● Online Teacher & Student Editions: There are 30-40 interactive timelines available to support instruction, at 
least one per chapter.  A complete list of these timelines can be found in TE p. xix (US History) and TE p. 
xxii (World History). 

● Online Teacher Edition > Resources: There are hundreds of images, interactive images and photographs 
under the Art/Photos/Slideshow search.  Under the Lesson Plans tab in the Online Teacher Edition each 
one is described and accompanied by instructions for differentiated use. 

● Table of Contents TE pp. xvi-xvii: There are dozens of maps, charts and graphs in the print teacher and 
student editions and many more in the Online Teacher Edition > Resources tab. 



39. Avoid tokenistic presentations of cultures. 0 1 2 
United States History 

● Chapter 22  Opening  TE p. 619  “Letter from the Author”:  Each chapter in the teacher edition contains a 
brief letter from the author to the U.S. History Teacher, which sets the tone for the chapter.  In the letter for 
Chapter 22 (America’s Challenges for a New Century), the author expresses the hope that the students 
revisit events that have occurred in their lives from a fresh perspective as a result of new learning. The tone 
of this chapter reflects the author’s tone for the entire textbook. 

World History 
● Chapter 22  Opening  TE p. 547  “Letter from the Author”:  Each chapter in the teacher edition contains a 

brief letter from the author to the World History Teacher, which sets the tone for the chapter.  In the letter 
for Chapter 22 (Contemporary Global Issues), the author expresses the hope that understanding global 
interdependence will foster greater understanding of the importance and dignity of the unique cultures of 
the world. The tone of this chapter reflects the author’s tone for the entire textbook. 

42. Include objectives and learning targets written in student 
centered language. 

0 1 2 
United States History 

● Chapter 8 Study Guide TE p. 284  “The Politics of the 1920s”:  Each of the 23 chapters has a summative 
study guide that reviews main learning objectives in a graphic organizer constructed in student-centered 
language.  This graphic shows the development of major themes during the 1920. 

● Chapter 14 Lesson 2 TE p. 435 “It Matters Because”:  Each lesson in the text begins with an “It Matters 
Because” section to make content relevant and meaningful for students in student centered language.  In 
this example, students learn how the 1950s was a time of affluence with many new technological 
breakthroughs.  

World History 
● Chapter 18 Lesson 3 TE p. 447 “It Matters Because”:  Each lesson in the text begins with an “It Matters 

Because” section to make content relevant and meaningful for students in student centered language.  In 
this example, students learn how the Cold War turned hot in Korea and Vietnam.  

● Study Guide TE p. 20  “The First Civilizations”:  Each of the 22 chapters has a summative study guide that 
reviews main learning objectives in student centered language.  This particular study guide provides a 
foundation for understanding the major different cultural traditions in the world today.  It is a particularly 
useful tool to review ancient world history prior to the study of the modern world. 

43. Open-ended scenarios, connected to essential questions that 
allow students to make choices and defend them. 

0 1 2 Both United States History and World History 
● Online Teacher Edition > Assess > Online Assessment Center: This assessment generator is versatile 

enough to create simple formative “Ticket Out the Door” assessments to full course summative 
assessments.  Teachers may select from editable pre-made quizzes and tests, chapter test item question 
banks or they can create their own unique assessments.  The resource allows for 15 different question 
types, including short answer and essay, that allows for open-ended student responses. 



44. Essential questions within each unit that are supported by 
lessons, activities, and materials including primary and 
secondary sources from multiple perspectives. 

0 1 2 United States History 
● The text and accompanying digital resources include hundreds of primary sources.  A complete list of the 

190 primary source exercises in the text can be found in the TE pp. xxiii-xxvi. There are 26 additional 
primary sources in both the TE and SE in the Documents of American History section (TE pp.675-701). 
The Online Teacher Edition > resources tab > primary sources banner heading lists 120 digital primary 
sources. 

World History 
● The text and accompanying digital resources include hundreds of primary sources.  A complete list of the 

292 primary source exercises in the text can be found in the TE pp. xvii-xx. There are 169 additional digit 
primary sources in the Online Teacher Edition, resources tab, primary sources banner heading. 

46. Address complexity of issues by providing in-depth study of a 
single issue per unit, intersecting human, scientific, legislative, 
economic, artistic, and religious impacts. 

0 1 2 Both United States History and World History 
● The Inquiry Journal provides opportunity for in-depth study for students. 
● Each chapter of the TE provides suggestions for hands-on projects and digital hands-on projects which 

allow for in-depth study of single issues.  Detailed instruction sheets and sample rubrics are available in the 
Online Teacher Editions > Lesson Plan > Chapter Resources At-a-glance. 

● The Interactive White Board activities are resources that provide for an in-depth study of a single issue for 
most of the lessons in the text.  Teachers do not need an interactive white board to use these resources. 
They can be used on any electronic device with an internet connection.  A complete list of these activities 
can be found in the TE. 

47. Links to other sources for editorial cartoons, current events, 
etc. 

0 1 2 Both United States History and World History 
● SyncBlast Online: Blasts are short daily reading and writing assignments that allow students to express 

their opinions on high-interest topics, sparking debate on a mediated, online social network. Students 
respond in short answer format, engaging in thoughtful discussion with students across the nation about 
top stories on STEM, world news, the environment, civics, media, and more.  

● Although not a link to additional sources, the Networks texts and digital resources include dozens of 
editorial cartoons and activities to help students learn to interpret them.  A partial list of cartoons can be 
found in the TE. Additional cartoons and resources to help students analyze them can be found in the 
Online Teacher Edition Resources Key Word Search “cartoons.”  

● Online Learning Center Homepage BTW Icon: The McGraw-Hill Education online resource BTW is an age 
appropriate, ad-free current event repository that is updated several times per week. It includes current 
issues as well as an archive of topical issues from the recent past.  It provides up-to-date coverage of 
important national and world news, along with contests, polls, and activities. Each news story has activities 
and questions to extend the content and provide skills practice, including: Tips on how to use BTW articles 
in your social studies classroom, Ideas for using social media, and other technology resources 21st 
Century Skill options.  Content topics most appropriate for this course are archived under the headings 
Current Events, World, World History and World History & Geography.  BTW is available for students, 
parents, and teachers and it can be accessed either through the online learning center or directly from the 



world-wide web. 

48. Varied instructional materials including interactive and 
manipulative maps. 

0 1 2 United States History 
● Online Teacher Edition >  Resources > “Classroom Solutions: Teaching with Maps, Graphs, and Charts”: 

This teacher resource provides guidance about how to instruct visual literacy skills using maps as well as 
graphs and charts.  There are 197 maps available in the print and online editions. 

● Teacher Online Edition > Resources > Maps: There are 197 thematic, outline and interactive maps in either 
the text or  in the digital collection. A complete list of maps in the text can be found in the TE pp.xvi-xvii. 

● Chapter 22 Lesson 1 TE p. 625 “Major Terrorist Attacks 1993-Present”: This highly engaging resource is an 
example of one of the dozens of interactive digital maps in the Networks resource. Students learn visual 
skills, analyze and make geographic connections as they learn about 16 major events in an interactive way. 

World History 
● Teacher Toolbox TE pp. 321H “How Do I Teach With Maps, Graphs, and Charts”:  This teacher resource 

provides guidance about how to instruct visual literacy skills.  There are 10 Teacher Toolbox features 
regarding topics like “ How Do I Use Game Based Learning?” and “How Do I Teach With Graphic Novels?”  

49. Materials allow for the comparison of a historical and 
contemporary view of an event. 

0 1 2 United States History 
● Features TE p. xv “Connections to Today”:  This index includes a list of 7 special feature in which historical 

events are compared to contemporary events. 
● Chapter 23 Lesson 1 TE p. 651 “Close and Reflect”: There is a Close and Reflect activity for each lesson. 

Many of these suggested activities include comparing the past with the present, such as this particular 
activity, “Ask: How will historians judge the Obama administration in 50 years?” 

World History 
● Online Teacher Edition Features TE p. xiii “Connections to Today”: This index includes a list of 10 special 

feature in which historical events are compared to contemporary events. 
● Chapter 11 Lesson 1 TE p. 249 “Close and Reflect”: There is a Close and Reflect activity for each lesson. 

Many of these suggested activities include comparing the past with the present, such as this particular 
activity, “Ask: What would be the pros and cons if you worked on an assembly line and did just one task all 
day?” 

Total (points possible) 

 
  



 
SECTION V: Monitoring Student 
Progress Supporting Criteria 

Rate each indicator in Section III according to whether it is met, partially met, or not met. Award points for each indicator as shown. 

 
V - INDICATORS OF QUALITY: Monitoring 
Student Progress 

SCORE 
Partially 

Does Meets/ 
not Not 
meet sure Meets 

                                EVIDENCE 

 
51. Allow teachers to access, revise/edit, share and 

print from digital sources to create and/or modify 
assessments (e.g., readings, labs, rubrics, 
primary source documents, simulations, case 
studies, political cartoons, graphs, maps, test 
bank). 

 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Online Teacher Edition > Assess:  The Online Assessment Center is a fully digital online assessment generator. 
Teachers have access to editable lesson quizzes and chapter tests. Teachers can use these assessments as-is, edit 
existing questions, or add their own questions.  Assessments can be customized by question type and depth of 
knowledge.  This resource includes technology enhanced questions, as well as short answer, DBQ, and many other 
formats for summative or formative assessments large or small.   A timesaver for teachers is that objective questions are 
automatically scored and subjective responses are organized in a way for easy scoring. 

● Online Teacher Edition  > Resources Tab: Teacher resources include over 3800 (US History) and 3200 (World History) 
readings , rubrics, primary source documents, simulations, case studies, political cartoons, graphs, graphic novels, maps 
and quiz and test banks. These are digital and are downloadable into PDF or Word format. Documents downloaded into 
Word format can be uploaded into other platforms and shared with students and colleagues. 



52. Use varied modes of assessment (e.g., pre-, 
formative, summative, peer, group/ collaborative, 
and self-assessment). 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Every lesson “Reading Progress Check”: Within every lesson, after several paragraphs of reading there is a formative 
assessment Reading Progress Check question.  Students can type answers directly into the online student edition and 
teachers have the ability to access and comment upon their answers  In addition, students can submit answers to end of 
lesson and end of chapter questions electronically for teacher review. 

● Every chapter“Assessment”:  At the end of a chapter, “questions at the end of the chapter” are assessments designed in 
the same format. The “Need Extra Help” chart at the bottom of the page directs students where to review if they have 
difficulty answering a question (See US History textbook Chapter 9 Assessment TE pp. 305-06 or World History Chapter 
21 Assessment TE p. 545) 

● Online Teacher Edition > Assess: The Online Assessment Center is a fully digital online assessment creator. Teachers 
have access to pre-made quizzes and tests. These resources have technology enhanced questions, as well as short 
answer, written response, and other formats. Questions are tagged by question type and depth of knowledge.  Teachers 
can create their own tests from online test banks, edit existing questions, or make their own questions.  

● Online Student Edition Lesson Review Self-Check Quiz  Each lesson in the online textbook has a short digital multiple 
choice question quiz for student use.  Students can submit their answers for automatic scoring and feedback. 

56. Includes a scoring guide and/or rubric for 
essential question. 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Online Teacher Edition > Assess > Online Assessment Center: Essential Questions are embedded in the chapter tests 
available in the Online Assessment Center.  There are two forms of Chapter tests. Form A contains a majority of 
questions from depth of knowledge 1 and 2 categories.  Form B contains a majority of questions from depth of 
knowledge 2 and 3 categories.  Essential Questions are assessed in both forms.   When teachers select these pre-made 
questions sample correct responses are included.  

57. Includes test bank with: 
a. manipulative documents, essay 

questions, maps, political cartoons, 
multiple choice questions 

b. opportunity to add own questions to 
test bank material and to create an 
additional/alternative if needed 

c. scoring guide/rubric for test bank 
essays. 

0 1 2 

Both United States History and World History 
● Online Teacher Edition > Assess > Online Assessment Center: This assessment generator is versatile enough to create 

simple formative “Ticket Out the Door” assessments to full course summative assessments.  Teachers may select from 
editable pre-made quizzes and tests, chapter test item question banks or they can create their own unique assessments. 
The resource allows for 15 different question types, including short answer and essay, that allow for open-ended student 
responses. When teachers select pre-made questions from the McGraw-Hill quiz, test or item bank sample correct 
responses are included for all questions, objective and subjective free response. 



58. Provides student samples and model examples 
for possible short answer questions and/or essays. 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Online Teacher Edition > Annotated Student Text:  Answers to all possible discussion questions, reading progress 
checks, end of lesson review questions, end of chapter assessments, worksheets, quizzes and tests are provided in the 
margins in the print TE and in the response boxes in the Annotated Student Edition.  

● Online Teacher Edition > Assess > Online Assessment Center: This assessment generator is versatile enough to create 
simple formative “Ticket Out the Door” assessments to full course summative assessments.  Teachers may select from 
editable pre-made quizzes and tests, chapter test item question banks or they can create their own unique assessments. 
The resource allows for 15 different question types, including short answer and essay, that allow for open-ended student 
responses. When teachers select pre-made questions from the McGraw-Hill quiz, test or item bank sample correct 
responses are included for all questions, objective and subjective free response. 



59. Provides hands-on formative assessments that 
allow students the opportunity to practice a given 
concept. 

0 1 2 
Both United States History and World History 

● Online Student Edition > Lesson Review > Self-Check Quiz: Each lesson in the online textbook has a short digital 
multiple choice question quiz for student use.  Students can submit their answers for automatic scoring and feedback. 

● Online Teacher Edition > Assess: The Online Assessment Center is a fully digital online assessment creator. Teachers 
have access to pre-made quizzes and tests. These resources have technology enhanced questions, as well as short 
answer, written response, and other formats. Questions are tagged by question type and depth of knowledge.  Teachers 
can create their own tests from online test banks, edit existing questions, or make their own questions. 

United States History 
● Chapter 12 Lesson 1 TE pp.360 “Reading Progress Check”:  In every lesson, after several paragraphs of reading, there 

is a formative assessment Reading Progress Check question.  In this instance, after reading about wartime America, 
students are asked, “How did the status of women and minorities in the armed forces change the war?”  Students can 
type answers directly into the online student edition and teachers have the ability to access and comment upon their 
answers  In addition, students can submit answers to end of lesson and end of chapter questions electronically for 
teacher review. 

● Chapter 22 Assessment TE pp. 639-640 “Assessment”: This is an example of the “questions at the end of the chapter” 
for the content about America’s Challenges for a New Century and each chapter has assessments designed in the same 
format.  The “Need Extra Help” chart at the bottom of the page directs students where to review if they have difficulty 
answering a question.  

World History 
● Chapter 12 Lesson 1 TE pp.360 “Reading Progress Check”:  In every lesson, after several paragraphs of reading, there 

is a formative assessment Reading Progress Check question.  In this instance, after reading about wartime America, 
students are asked, “How did the status of women and minorities in the armed forces change the war?”  Students can 
type answers directly into the online student edition and teachers have the ability to access and comment upon their 
answers  In addition, students can submit answers to end of lesson and end of chapter questions electronically for 
teacher review. 

● Chapter 22 Assessment TE pp. 639-640 “Assessment”: This is an example of the “questions at the end of the chapter” 
for the content about America’s Challenges for a New Century. Each chapter has assessments designed in the same 
format.  The “Need Extra Help” chart at the bottom of the page directs students where to review if they have difficulty 
answering a question.  

World History 
● Chapter 18 Lesson 2 TE pp.442 “Reading Progress Check”:  In every lesson, after several paragraphs of reading, there 

is a formative assessment Reading Progress Check question.  In this instance, after reading about the spread of the 
Cold War, students are asked, “How were the theory of deterrence and the arms race related?”  Students can type 
answers directly into the online student edition and teachers have the ability to access and comment upon their answers 
In addition, students can submit answers to end of lesson and end of chapter questions electronically for teacher review. 

● Chapter 21 Assessment TE p. 545 “Assessment”: This is an example of the “questions at the end of the chapter” for the 
content about A New Era Begins. Each chapter has assessments designed in the same format.  The “Need Extra Help” 
chart at the bottom of the page directs students where to review if they have difficulty answering a question.  

Total (points possible) 

 


